
CSC 469 MIDTERM 2 STUDY GUIDE

DR. GODFREY MUGANDA

The following are topics that will be on the Week 8 midterm. This list will be
augmented after each lecture, with the last additions being after the lecture on
Tuesday.

1. Transport Layer

Section 3.4 Principles of Reliable Data Transfer. Understand the build up to a
reliable data transfer by following the progression of RDT 1.0 through RDT 3.0.
Understand the various mechanisms needed to achieve reliable data transfer: error
checksum, receiver feedback, sender re-transmission, timers, etc.

Different classes of protocols: ARQ, alternating bit, stop-and-wait, pipelined, slid-
ing window protocols.

The two approaches to reliable data transfer, Go Back N and Selective Repeat.
Need to know these to the extent of the details covered in class.

Issues of network utilization: page 219.

Possible problems with window size and the size of the sequence number space in
S-R protocols.

The TCP segment structure, section 3.5.2, Figure 3.29. Make sure you know the
meaning of all fields in the TCP header, except you with the flags, you only need
to know the meaning of the ACK, RST, SYN, and FIN flags.

You should know that TCP acknowledgments can be piggybacked on data packets.

Section 3.5.3 how to estimate RTT (Round Trip Time). Estimated RTT, Exponen-
tial weighted moving averages, DevRTT (Deviation in the sampled RTT) and how
all these are used to determine the timeout interval for the transmission timers.

Section 3.5.6 TCP connection management. Figure 3.39 and Figure 3.40

You need to know that the window size is used by TCP for flow control and con-
gestion control, but you need not know the details of how TCP operates.

Review Questions R3, R4, R6, R7, R9, R10, R14, R15a.

2. Network Layer

Control plane vs Data Plane, routing, forwarding and switching. Link layer switches
and routers as special cases of packet switches.

Structure of forwarding tables. Function of routing algorithms, different types of
service models that can be provided by the network layer.

Internal structure of packet switches: the three boxes in the port of a packet switch
(Figure 4.4); difference between forwarding and generalized forwarding, how to
minimize size of routing tables, longest prefix matching rule, network prefixes and
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network masks. Structure of the packet header in an IP datagram. You should
know what each field in the IP v4 packet header is used for.


